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Research Problem:  

Which issues of cooperation and control appear in the interaction between venture 

capitalists and entrepreneurs, and how do the venture capitalists cope with these 

issues? 

Purpose:  The purpose of this study is to describe and explain the difficulties of cooperation 

and control issues faced in VCT - entrepreneur interaction and the practical 

solutions that have been used to resolve these problems. Additionally, the 

comprehensive discussions regarding these issues are performed in our study to 

provide further explanation and understanding of the venture capital and 

entrepreneur interaction.  

Method:  We adopted qualitative approaches, which are semi-structured interview and 

secondary analysis, to collect data. We conducted four interviews from two 

venture capitalists, investment banker, and rehabilitation banker. Data from 

secondary analysis, which are academic researches, articles, and etc, will be used 

to support interview‘s data. 

Conclusion: There are cooperation issues of information searching cost, determination of stock 

price purchased and sold by VCT and cooperation commitment occur in the 

cooperation establishment. These problems are reduced by using of business 

networking, mediators, third parties evaluation and contract commitment.  

Moreover, the cooperation issues of moral hazard and conflict of interest 

performed by entrepreneur also appear in the post-investment stage of cooperation. 

To reduce these issues, the control mechanisms of monitoring, performance 

measuring and rewarding are required to be performed by VCT. 

Keywords:  Venture Capitalist, Entrepreneur, Interaction, Cooperation, Control 
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1. Introduction: 

Venture capital (―VC‖) is a type of private equity fund that seeks for opportunities to invest in 

potential high growth businesses, known as entrepreneurial firm, that lack of financial resource to 

expand business. Through equity investment, VC provides financial resource to entrepreneurial 

firms by investing in the raised equities of the firms. VC receives return from investment through 

capital gain by selling these equities at the higher price when the firms grew. (Cumming and 

Johan 2007) 

Unlike debt financing from bank, equity financing from VC offers long term at low cost to 

finance a business without collateral assets, which the entrepreneurial firm barely have, and cash 

interest payment. Furthermore, VC‘s funding also focus the investment decision on potential to 

grow and future conditions of businesses more than funding from bank which pay more attention 

on current business performance to ensure repayment capability of both interest and principle. 

(Hosmer, 1998) 

Additional to financial aspects, VC also provides other supports to promote business growth. 

Previous research of many scholars (Bowonder and Mani, 2004; Mason and Stark, 2004; Scheela 

and Jittrapanun, 2007) also found that VC provides an assistance such as market relationship, 

business connection, professional management knowledge, as well as assisting in strategic 

decisions and revising business plan. 

With these attributes and the increasing capital mobility of the global economy today, VC seems 

to be another element that supports growth of potential business ventures that face with difficulty 

of lacking access to financial resource. Many studies found that long term financing fund 

provided by VC has significant role in supporting the growth of potential business ventures 

(Hosmer, 1998; Jacobs, 2002; Lerner, 2002; Bowonder and Mani, 2004; Saxenian, 2000; Saxenian 

and Yueh, 2003).  

The figure 1 shown below demonstrates an increasing trend of VC investment in terms of 

fundraising and disbursement in United States during late 1970‘s to 1999. In 1978, pension funds 

accounted for 15% out of US$424 million investment in new venture capital funds. In 1979, 

Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) allowed pension funds to invest in venture 

capital as well as other high-risk asset classes. In 1986, pension funds accounted for more than 

half of US$4billion investment in new venture capital funds.  Then, there was substantial growth 

of venture capital in the second half of 1990‘s especially in high-technology business. (Kortum 

and Lerner, 2000) 
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  Figure 1: The venture capital fundraising and disbursement, 1965 – 1999 

  Source: (Kortum and Lerner, 2000) 

1.1 Problem Background 

Besides the financial and managerial capabilities as well as other economic implications, the 

issue of interaction between venture capitalist (―VCT‖), the investor or person who performs on 

behalf of investor in the venture capital investment activities (Investorwords A, n.d.), and 

entrepreneur, whom referred to the management – owner of the business venture (Cumming and 

Johan, 2007), seems to be another key factor for a success of the firm‘s growth from VC 

investment. The importance of interaction has been pointed out in the investment process as VCT 

and entrepreneur have to interact together in both investment and business activities, for instance, 

exchanging critical information, organizing investment, considering business plan and 

implementation, and etc. 

The importance of this interaction has been pointed out as a common goal of the firm growth is 

unable to be solely reached by neither the VC nor the entrepreneur. VC does need knowledge of 

entrepreneur and potential of entrepreneur‘s business to achieve the goal of investment. On the 

other hand, entrepreneur does also demand financial resource and other assistances from VC to 

promote business. Therefore interaction in term of cooperation: an action of working jointly 

together for a common purpose, between VCT and entrepreneur is required for them to 

collaborate and achieve the goal together. 

Although it seems to be simple that both VCT and the entrepreneurs should cooperate based on 

the shared goal of the business growth together, some problems of cooperation are suggested by 

scholars. These problems might occur since the VCT and the entrepreneurs are different players 

with no collaborated background who have different viewpoints and main interests that have to 

join and collaborate together. These features cause some difficulties to the cooperation since VCT 

and entrepreneurs may perform actions to serve their own interest rather than the mutual interest 

of cooperation. As a result, the process of controlling is required to maintain this cooperation to 

reach the shared goal. (Cable and Shane, 1997; Cumming and Johan, 2007) 
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Even though there are a number of studies regarding VC investment, the part of interaction 

regarding cooperation problems and controlling activities, especially the research based on 

practical solutions of these issues, are barely researched by scholars (Jacobs, 2002; Yitshaki, 

2008). Therefore, the study about these issues would be useful to expand understanding of how 

VCTs and entrepreneurs can collaborate together to achieve their goal of the business ventures‘ 

growth. 

1.2 Research Question 

According to our problem background, the investigation of cooperation and control issues occur 

in the interaction is essential in order to identify problems appear in this interaction. 

Consequently, the solutions of these problems will be investigated to study how these problems 

could be reduced the VCT – entrepreneur‘s cooperation toward their goal. As VCT is a dominant 

player in the relationship, VC owns resources and power to conduct cooperation and control in 

the interaction between VCT and entrepreneur (Jensen and Meckling 1976, cited in Fama 1980; 

Yitshaki, 2008). We have emphasized our study on the role of VC to resolve the problems occur 

in the interaction. As a result, we have emphasized and conducted our study based on the 

following research question:  

“Which issues of cooperation and control appear in the interaction between venture 

capitalists and entrepreneurs, and how do the venture capitalists cope with these issues?” 

1.3 Thesis Purpose 

 An objective of this study is to describe and explain the difficulties of cooperation and control 

issues faced in VCT - entrepreneur interaction and the practical solutions that have been used to 

resolve these problems. Additionally, the comprehensive discussions regarding these issues are 

performed in our study to provide further explanation and understanding of the VCT – 

entrepreneur interaction.  

1.4 Target Group 

Our study would be a useful guideline for VCT and entrepreneur, as well as related parties 

involved in the VCT – entrepreneur interaction.  It provides further understanding the problems 

of their cooperation and control and suggests practical solutions to resolve the problems. 

Moreover, the concepts and the empirical discussed in our study could be beneficial for other 

kinds of relationship, besides the VCT - entrepreneur, that face the problems of cooperation and 

control in their interaction.  

1.5 Scope of study 

Our study is emphasized on difficulties in interaction between VCT and entrepreneur, especially 

cooperation and control issue, and solutions to resolve these difficulties to reach the goal of 

business growth. Our study does not intent to discuss on the aspects of technology development, 
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project feasibility, impact of VC to economy, and financial issues; which have already been 

widely discussed related to the success of VC investment in the entrepreneur‘s businesses.  

The interaction focused in our study covers the process of VCT searching for opportunities to 

invest in small business ventures, creating cooperation, maintaining such cooperation through the 

controlling mechanism to achieve the business growth together, and exit of VC from 

entrepreneur‘s business after the goal has been reached. 

1.6 Limitations 

This research has done under a time constrain which resulting in limiting the scope of concepts 

and theories as well as amount of empirical finding used in our discussion. Further, we have 

found difficulties to access to the data sources since our primary sources concerns with the 

business confidential issues to provide information. Moreover, the previous studies on the VCT - 

entrepreneur aspects extensively focus on the financial arena, which constrain us to access to 

secondary data that directly describe about our study topic. Therefore, we used the method of 

secondary data analysis mentioned in our secondary data collection method for our study. 

Even though we have reached some of primary data sources to provide data used in the study 

through telephone interviews, some of data has to be contributed with disclosure of identification 

of company name and other sensitive information due to the business confidential and binding 

from the contracts that our primary data sources have with their related parties. Additionally, data 

used in our study rely heavily on the side of VCT due to the limitation to access data source from 

entrepreneur.  
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2. Research Methodology: 

2.1 Research Approach 

According to Fisher (2007, pp.47), the interpretive research approach emphasize on indirect link 

between understanding and action. This indirect link is affected by different thinking, value and 

relationships of people. These factors affect in translation of action to understanding of each 

person. As there is no direct relationship between action and understanding in reality, we have 

conducted our research under the approach of interpretive research. In our research, we used our 

interpretation to link and connect data and information from our finding to theoretical concepts 

described in our conceptual framework to analyze and explain their relationship.  

Consequently to our aim of the research, we decided to use the qualitative approach to collect 

data and explain the relationship between the problem and our finding. The qualitative approach 

was chosen because it can provide deeper understand association between the cause and effect of 

the problem rather than the quantitative (statistical) approach, which is able to identify only 

association but cannot explain the cause and effect (Fisher 2007, pp.42). Therefore, the 

qualitative approach would be more appropriate for our study that aims to describe the 

cooperating problems and the solutions. 

2.2 Research Design 

We have conducted our research by the structured approach to define concepts and develop 

conceptual framework from existing knowledge and theoretical concepts and use the developed 

framework to conduct our finding and analysis of the research. Even though the grounded 

approach would provide better outcome to the research because it generates the framework from 

literature review without preliminary defining, it is time consuming to conduct the research which 

is unable to commit within our time schedule (Fisher 2007, p.124). Due to time constraint, we 

decided to perform our research following the structured approach.  

Additional to the structured approach, we have conducted our study with the deductive method to 

find the answer of our research question. According to Fisher (2007, p.44), the deductive method 

is a research method that conducts study through developing framework that would be able to 

answer research question and testing validity of the framework with collected data. 

In case of our research, we have developed our conceptual framework based in existing 

knowledge and   theoretical concepts from the literature review. As a result from our research on 

related literatures, we developed a conceptual framework to describes problems that might occur 

in each of VC‘s investment, process with concepts and solutions that could solve these problems. 

Consequently, we chose to obtain data from both primary and secondary sources to test validity 

and support our conceptual framework to answer the research problem.. 
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2.3 Data Collection Method 

As we adopted qualitative approach, our data collection method is not only limited to primary 

data. We conducted our research by using both primary and secondary data as the source of our 

empirical finding. For primary data, we chose ‗semi-structured interview‘ to get in-depth data 

from respondents. For secondary data, we chose ‗secondary analysis‘ to analyze data collected by 

other researchers. 

2.3.1 Primary Data Collection method 

We chose semi-structured interview because it provides flexibility to adjust, reorder, skip, or even 

modify wording of questions according to respondent replies, while structured interview always 

applies the same questions or standard to all respondents. In semi-structured interview, additional 

issues can be raised by interviewee. Then, interviewer can adjust or raise new questions in 

response to additional issues raise by interviewee during the interview. Additionally, issues from 

one interviewee can be presented to later interviewees. (Bryman 2004, pp.320-321) 

We conducted semi-structured interviews to people who experienced in the cooperation of VCs 

and entrepreneurs. As we aim to collect data from various points of view, we contacted people in 

different professions related to the investment and operation of VC from our personal contact list 

that the researchers have experienced in working together with VCTs. With kindly cooperation 

from some of our contacts, we reached and received responses from four different interviewees 

related to VC investment as follow: 

Our first interviewee (―VCT1‖) is a member of investment team of a private VC fund in Thailand 

who has organized both local and international investment projects of the fund and cooperated 

with entrepreneurs to operate the businesses during the investment period. 

The second interviewee ―(VCT2‖) is a member of investment team of another private VC fund in 

Thailand who has organized investment and cooperated with entrepreneurs in the investment 

projects of the fund. 

The third interviewee (―IB‖) is an investment banker in Thailand who has worked as an 

intermediary between VCs and entrepreneurs in several projects both locally and internationally. 

Furthermore, our interviewee IB is also experienced in providing advisory to VCs for investment 

structuring and operating the business with entrepreneurs. 

The fourth interviewee (―RB‖) is the banker in the debt restructuring department in Thailand who 

has involved in the deal of the VCs‘ investment in potential businesses in the debt restructuring 

and the business rehabilitation processes. 

2.3.2 Secondary Data Collection method 

We chose secondary analysis as a method to collect secondary data. Secondary analysis is a 

collection of data which have already been collected by other researchers or institutions in 

particular field. According to Bryman‘s experience, he found that his students tend to assume that 
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any research should conduct primary data collection. He asserted that all social researchers 

should consider this method prior to primary data collection. Secondary analysis provides many 

advantages to students to conduct research. It helps students save time, efforts, and financial 

resources to access to high quality data. In some cases, it provides higher standard than data 

collected by students because of time constraint and small sample size. Numerous data sets have 

high quality and are frequently used for secondary analysis because these data have been 

collected from appropriate sample size and geographical disperse by professional researchers. It 

is also provide opportunity for longitudinal analysis to study trends or behaviors over time. 

(Bryman 2004, pp.200-206) We used only data from finding parts that have already been 

collected by other researchers‘ papers, articles, and etc not from their analysis parts. 

As we have faced limitation with access to primary data, our primary data solely from perspective 

of VCs in Thailand. The secondary analysis helps us overcome this limitation by providing 

opportunity to get existing data from various countries. We collected the empirical data from the 

previous studies related to the VCs‘ investment and cooperation with business ventures from 

various sources of academic researches and journals. We also collected the secondary data from 

news and business journals regarding the interview of the international fund managers as well as 

VCs‘ investment and their cooperation. In addition, information provided by the national or 

government units related to the VCs‘ investment was used as source of our data collection. 

Moreover, secondary analysis may discover new ideas or perspectives that were not address by 

initial data collectors or other secondary analysts because there are many ways to analyze the 

same set of data and different researchers may have different ways to address the problem. 

However, a complex set of data may take time to understand variables and structure of data set. 

Quality of data should not be taken for granted. We need to check reliability of data source as 

well as its research methodology, which will be addressed in quality aspect of this research.   

(Bryman 2004, pp.200-206) 

2.4 Quality aspects of the study 

We followed Fisher‘s (2004 and 2007) to perform a qualitative research from assess quality of 

materials as well as utilize appropriate research method to explore our research problem until 

conclusion. Prior to conduct study in VC and Entrepreneur arena, we carried out an extensive 

review of existing studies by many scholars. It helped us to understand foundations, mechanisms, 

and issues that have already been studied as well as particular issues needed for further studies in 

VC and Entrepreneur arena. Our research problem generated from the foresaid study to explore 

interaction issues for further studies. Additionally, it helped us reflect upon concepts and theories 

that applied to strengthen reliability of structure and conceptual framework to identify cause and 

effect in each stage of VC and entrepreneur interaction.  

2.4.1 Assessing quality of articles and journals 

As we adopted structured approach, we started from searching recent articles published in 

academic database from year 2000 onward in order to get up-to-date studies as well as theories 

and concepts in this arena. Then, we searched for the main authors in this arena that is referred by 

scholars in order to explore the original theories and identify variables to support our framework. 

We followed criteria mentioned by Fisher (2007, pp.92-93) to assess quality of research materials 
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in terms of precision of the writing, amount and quality of references used by each scholar, 

appropriateness of data collection method, and the quality of findings and analysis.  

We found that interaction problems between VC and entrepreneur are interesting arena to 

perform further studies. We simplified problems by divided it according to VC‘s investment 

process by Tyzoon and Bruno (1984). However, Tyzoon and Bruno mentioned five stages in 

VC‘s investment process, but we cut it down into two stages to reflect upon difficulties concerned 

in cooperation and control, and solutions to these problems. We applied Hennart‘s (2005) three 

principle tasks in cooperation to address cooperation and control problems in the first stage 

(Cooperation establishment). Then, we applied principle-agency dilemma (Barney et al. (1989); 

Arthurs and Busenitz (2003); Smith (2005) to address cooperation and control problems in the 

later stage (Post-investment cooperation). 

2.4.2 Construct Validity 

We have utilized qualitative approach, which consists of semi-structured interview and secondary 

analysis, as a data collection method. Interviewing respondents helped us gain in-sight about 

problems and practical solutions to our research problems which could not be addressed by 

quantitative method. Our interview questions developed based on research problems, concepts, 

theories, and conceptual framework in order to deliver the research objective. We designed 

interview questions to encourage respondents to feel comfortable in answering. We used open-

ended questions to generate descriptive answers from respondents and avoided the use of yes/no 

or closed-ended questions. As different respondents may have different experience or opinions, 

the semi-structured interview enhanced quality of interview‘s data by allowing researchers to 

adjust questions accordingly (Fisher 2004, p.133). 

As time-constraint is one of our limitations, secondary analysis helped us gain access to quality 

data of other researchers. (Bryman 2004, pp.200-206) It also enhanced reliability of our study by 

allowing us to obtain data from other studies not only from VC‘s perspective but also from 

entrepreneur‘s perspective.   

2.4.3 Internal Validity 

Internal validity concerned with data collected reflects upon the research problem. (Fisher 2007, 

p. 296) As methodological stance of our research is interpretative research, our aim is to identify 

the interaction between VCT and entrepreneurs. We have adopted qualitative approach, which 

consists of semi-structured interview and secondary analysis, to collect data.  

Fisher asserted that data interpretation of qualitative research could not be done with statistical 

method, as quantitative approach do, to overcome the issue of internal validity. However, 

assessing internal validity of qualitative data should be employed by using different types of data 

collection and always question findings against data. (2007, pp.296-297) We have adopted two 

types of data collection methods, which are semi-structured interview and secondary analysis, to 

strengthen internal validity of our findings.  We conducted interviews from four respondents in 

different professions to collect data from various point of views.  Specifically, the secondary 

analysis is used to support data from interviews.  

2.4.4 External Validity 

External validity is concerned with the generalisations of study to apply to other contexts (Fisher 

2007, p. 297). Authors developed conceptual framework based on VC‘s investment process by 

Tyzoon and Bruno (1984). Then, we applied cooperation theory by Hennart (2005) and principle-

agency dilemma to address difficulties concerned in each investment process. We conducted a 
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semi-structure interview from four professionals who engaged in both local and international 

investment and operation of VC. Thus, our respondents‘ background could represent the 

population of VCT.  

Fisher asserted that small sample size is not possible to claim for generalizations. Researcher 

could help reader by providing a rich description for reader to make their own judgement for 

generalistions. (2007, pp. 297-298) Researchers could interpret and write their argument in two 

ways. The researchers can write as if they were real while the truths are not, or they can write as 

if they were uncertain while the truths are certain. However, it is too risky for researchers to write 

an argument in an absolute way. They could avoid this kind of issues and balance it by carefully 

interpret concepts, theories, as well as research materials. The Researchers usually collect data by 

interviewing people. These data are quite subjective, but the researchers are writing up research 

finding as if it is an objective data. (Ibid. p.290-291) Therefore, we have considered this issue and 

help reader by providing a rich description of research findings and avoid using jargon or specific 

term by taken for granted. 
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3. Critical Literature Reviews: 

3.1 The Studies of VC’s Investment 

Tyzoon and Bruno (1984) described the activities of VC‘s investment into five processes which 

are deal origination, deal screening, deal evaluation, deal structuring, and post-investment 

activities. The Tyzoon‘s and Bruno‘s (ibid.) process provide comprehensive understanding of 

VCT‘s activities in the investment cover activities from the initial stage to the end of the 

investment. 

 Deal origination and deal screening processes refer to process of finding potential businesses to 

invest. In this process, VCT will search for contacts and initial information of businesses, and 

entrepreneurs to find opportunity to invest. VCT will screen out some businesses that do not 

match their investment policies and conditions. 

 
Figure 3: Tyzoon and Bruno’s VC investment Process 

Source: Tyzoon and Bruno (1984) 

After VCT can find particular potential opportunities to invest, they will continue to the next 

process of deal evaluation. They have closer contacts with the businesses and gather more in 

depth information regarding business, organization, management team and the business plan to 

evaluate, identify profitability, and feasibility of the business. Consequently, the expected return 

on investment will be calculated. Concerned issues regarding business plan and feasibility will be 

discussed to make investment decision. 

Tyzoon and Bruno (ibid.) mentioned the difficulties faced by VCT to search for potential 

businesses and acquiring their information. Since VC attempt to invest in potential businesses, 

which are usually low profile, VCT have difficulties to find initial information of the businesses 
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in the deal origination and screening process. Thus, the role of mediator is can help VCT to 

overcome these difficulties. Furthermore in the deal evaluating process, in depth information is 

required to analyze and evaluate profitability. These difficulties are mentioned by Scheela and 

Jittrapanun (2007) that VCT have to face this cost in the information searching process.  

The fourth stage of the Tyzoon and Bruno‘s (ibid.) VC investment process is the deal structuring. 

In this stage, the VCT and the entrepreneur will collaborate to structure conditions of investment 

and cooperation. Several issues of investment structure, protective covenants, and the exit of the 

VC from the entrepreneur‘s firm will be determined. The investment structure will be considered 

in terms of options of investment and purchasing price of securities, which is determined 

according to the expected return of VC. Protective covenants are established to limit power and 

authority of both VCT and entrepreneur in order to protect their interests from hostile actions of 

another side: limitation of management power to increase their own compensation, condition to 

prohibit VCT to use right of shareholder to terminate management contract and perform a hostile 

takeover, for instance. The exit of VC refers to consideration and determination of the exit 

options of VC. 

Schwienbacher (2008) asserted that the exit of VC can divided into three alternatives: initial 

public offering (IPO), management buy back, and acquisition by the third party. The exit through 

IPO refers to a process of listing business in to public stock exchange market and sell out VC‘s 

shares to public. This method is claimed by Klonowski (2007) as the preferred exiting method of 

VC; because they will be beneficial from the capital gain tax exception. However, this claim 

could be reliable only in VC‘s investment in the countries that have capital gain tax exception for 

gain from public market as it drawn from research based on emerging market countries which 

their governments have policy to promote investment in stock exchange market. Further, 

Poutziouris (ibid.) asserted VCT‘s viewpoint that the government should promote subsidy for the 

capital gain tax for both trading in formal stock exchange and off-market to help VCs reduce 

cost. VC has borne risks of investment to support local business and stimulate macro economy. A 

management buy back is a method to sell shares back to management team and initial owners. 

This method is used in the deal that management and initial owners want to remain their 

ownership. Thus, they will purchase shares back from VC. The last method is the acquisition by 

third party in which VC will sell their shares to new investor. According to Schwienbacher 

(2008), this method concerns with complexity to find new investor and structuring new 

investment conditions. However, this method is appropriate when they can find strategic partner 

to invest and collaborate in the end. 

After accomplishment in deal structuring, VC‘s investment will be taken. VCT and entrepreneurs 

will continue to post-investment process of Tyzoon and Bruno (1984). In this process, role of 

VCT becomes collaborators rather than investor as they collaborate with entrepreneurs to 

organize business operation. Even though VCT do not interfere with day to day operation, they 

attempt to involve in the strategic direction and the business plan of the firms. Moreover, they 

may attempt to participate in the financial management part because they injected fund into the 

business. They might interfere management team, if business performs poor performance or 

serious conflict occurs in the relationship (Yitshaki, 2008; Sapienza and Gupta, 1994). Further, 

VC informally involve in the operation by giving connection to market, supplier and network 
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(Tyzoon and Bruno, 1984; Sapienza, Manigart, and Vermeir, 1996). Finally, after collaborating in 

the business for a certain period (mostly five to ten years (Tyzoon and Bruno, 1984)), VC will 

exit from the business to gain their return from investment through method agreed in deal 

structuring process. 

3.2 The Studies of Agency Problems in VCT - Entrepreneur Interaction 

Regarding post-investment process of Tyzoon and Bruno (1984), a collaboration to operate 

business between VCT and entrepreneurs attract interest from many scholars, especially in the 

field of principle - agency theory. 

Barney et al. (1989); Arthurs and Busenitz (2003); Smith (2005) studied principle - agency 

problem in the VC investment. They viewed VCT as a principle and entrepreneur as an agent. 

The principle - agency problem exists when VCT who take major part in an investment have to 

transfer authority in decision making to manager owner whose share portion has been reduced by 

VC‘s investment. This problem results in the moral hazard of agents and conflict of interest 

between VCT and entrepreneurs. (Barney et al. (1989), Arthurs and Busenitz (2003), and Smith 

(2005)) 

Moral hazard problem occurs when entrepreneurs have less motivation and effort to perform 

tasks after investment of VC. The cause of moral hazard activity was studied by Amit, Brander, 

and Zott (1998) and Yitshaki (2008) who suggested that owner-manager may lack of incentive to 

run business at their best performance when the portion of ownership has been reduced. It was 

seconded by the Abor‘s (2008) research of agency problem of SMEs in Ghana. The researcher 

asserted that most of share structure of Ghana SMEs is owned by manager-owners, insider 

owners, or shareholders who somehow related to business and managers. This share structure 

provides recognition of the group ownership. A group will sense the loss of ownership. They 

have less incentive to conduct business when their portion in the share structure has been 

reduced. Thus, they are scare and uncomfortable with the entry of new shareholders. Therefore, 

these SMEs prefer to rely on the internal equity funding and try to minimize debt to avoid 

interruption of the outsider. This argument is also supported by the research of Scheela and 

Jittrapanun (2007) in the study of foreign Chinese business owners in Thailand and Poutziouris 

(2001) in the study of SMEs in United Kingdom. 

Moral hazard can be referred to shirking activities of Hennart (2005). It has connected to reward 

and payoff from cooperation in the study of Fried, Bruton and Hisrich (1998). They studied the 

motive of agents to perform task concerning with their payoff. The researchers asserted that the 

agents might be tempted to perform tasks with minimum effort and might not be motivated to do 

more than necessary, if they received a fixed payoff without any additional incentive. Therefore, 

moral hazard will arise and agents will attempt to relax, especially when the monitoring by 

principles is absent. From this point, moral hazard and shirking activities are related as both 

concepts are concern with lack of incentive of actors which affects the effort to perform tasks. 

Besides moral hazard, principle-agent problem also relates to the conflict of interest problem. The 

conflict of interest occurs because of different viewpoints among VCT and entrepreneur. VCT are 

mainly about financial feature and expect to engage in the business in shorter period, while 
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entrepreneurs are concern about building a strong foundation for their business in long-run. 

Consequently, VCT and entrepreneur may have different opinions regarding operation and 

decision made by entrepreneur (agent) which may become suboptimal problem to VCT. (Barney 

et al., 1989; Arthurs and Busenitz, 2003; Smith, 2005; Yitshaki, 2008) 

The conflict of interest problem has been studied based on VCT‘s viewpoint because they are the 

dominant actor who controls financial resource in the relationship (Jensen and Meckling 1976, 

cited in Fama 1980; Yitshaki, 2008). An agency problem can be considered as a cost to VC 

(Adestam, Gunnmo and Hedberg, 2008). It refers to suboptimal behavior of entrepreneurs; be 

related to the cheating behaviors of Hennart‘s (2005) as it cause from opportunism of 

entrepreneur to take advantage on VC. Thus, a controlling mechanism has to be adopted by VCT 

to reduce this problem. 

Principle-agency problem is emerged in the relationship by asymmetric information among VCT 

and entrepreneur. Asymmetric of information occurs when entrepreneur have more knowledge 

and practical information of particular business than VCT. As a result, VCT will have to rely on 

the entrepreneurs. Gompers (1995) and Minola and Giorgino (2008) 

To reduce principle-agency problem in the VCT – entrepreneur‘s relationship, many researchers 

consistently suggested that controlling method is needed in collaboration. Gompers (1995), Fried 

et al. (1998), and Minola and Giorgino (2008) suggested that monitoring mechanism could be 

used by principle to decrease opportunistic behavior by agent. Moreover, Hennart (2005) and 

Minola and Giorgino (2008) asserted that an effective monitoring mechanism is costly and 

difficult to be implemented in reality. Besides monitoring mechanism, rewarding and incentive is 

also mentioned by Amit et al. (1998) and Fried et al. (1998) to increase entrepreneur‘s motivation 

to perform task.  

Apart from monitoring and controlling, Duffner, Schmid, and Zimmermann (2008) suggested the 

concept of trust to support VC‘s operation in financing firm. In their research, trust is referred to 

participant‘s confidence to perform and succeed tasks as proposed. They claimed that trust could 

replace monitoring since one party is confident in another party to perform tasks as expected. 

Trust is relied on the capability to perform the task, which is consistent with Sapienza and 

Gupta‘s (1994), and the rate of communication between two parties. Further they also found that 

there is significant relation between levels of trust. It was measured by the perceived level of trust 

from interview and the rate of contracting control. They mentioned that the lower rate of control 

can reflect the higher level of perceived trust, and success. It was measured by comparison 

between the expected rate of return and the actual rate of return of VC and a firm financed by 

VC. However, Smith (2005) mentioned that asymmetric information may cause inconsistency in 

business logic and lack of understanding in entrepreneurs‘ business which can lead to a decrease 

trust between VCT and entrepreneur. 

Another method to reduce principle – agent problem is suggested by Adestam et al. (2008) who 

viewed agency problem as cost and risk in VC‘s investment. They suggested that, besides 

collaborating and communicating with workmen, cost and risk can be reduced through 

development of financial instruments such as convertible debenture (CD) and hybrid bond. It 

helps VC more flexible in structuring their investment and controlling entrepreneurs. 
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3.3 The Cooperation Theory 

The theory of economic organization describes and explains the methods to organize cooperation 

of individuals to perform the economic activities. According to Hennart (2005), the cooperation 

between individuals occurs from the benefit of sharing specialization and comparative advantage 

to achieve the goal that could barely be achieved through individual effort. Even though 

cooperation is a productive activity that assists individuals to accomplish their goal, the 

cooperation could bring about cost and difficulties caused by bounded rationality and opportunism 

of the individuals. Consequently, three tasks to be undertaken in order to create cooperation 

among individuals as follow:  

(1) Participants (each individual) must be informed that their interaction will be 

profitable. 

(2) The reward from the cooperation must be shared with method that discourages 

bargaining. 

(3) The sharing rules of the reward must be enforced. 

To achieve the cooperation, Hennart (ibid.) suggested two methods to complete these tasks. The 

first method is price system that based on (1) decentralization of information and decision making 

and (2) the market mechanism. Decentralization of information relies on dissemination of 

information, which allows individuals to gather information needed and make decision by them. 

Individuals under price system are informed their profitability actions by dissemination of 

information about opportunities in market. Individuals gather information and make productive 

decision to cooperate and perform their economic activities according to their needs and 

conditions. 

Further, market mechanism determines sharing rule and reward from cooperation regarding 

output that individuals made and market price of output. Individuals are rewarded for their 

cooperation in term of the market value of the output they made, which equal to multiple of 

amount of output and market price per unit of output. Price system would prevent negotiation of 

reward sharing by using outcome measurement along with the market price, which is determined 

by market and thus cannot be intervene by any individual. (Ibid.) 

Another method to achieve three cooperation tasks of Hennart (ibid.) is hierarchy system. In 

contrast to price system, hierarchy system is based on (1) centralization of information and 

decision making and (2) behavioral control by central party. This method refers to principle of 

centralization that central party is a dominant actor who makes decision and directs behavior of 

individuals. Under this method, individuals will be informed of their profitability through 

interaction with central party. In centralization system, cooperation under hierarchy method is 

performed by central party. Central party told individuals to perform tasks and reward them as 

payoff to their participation. Individuals gather information and send to central party, who will 

synthesize information and make decision. After making decision, central party will transfer 

information back to individuals in directive form to conduct their behavior. Reward of individuals 

is determined by central party with referring to their obedience that they follow direction of 

central party or not. 
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Comparing between these two methods, Hennart (ibid.) and Powel (1990) mentioned about 

disadvantage of price system concerning transaction cost of information searching. This 

transaction cost occurs in both ways of information disseminating. It requires communication 

channel to convey information, which is needed to be in condensed form to be able to efficiently 

convey through market mechanism, to all individuals. Information gathering have transaction 

cost to access information. (Hennart, 2005) Moreover, individuals are required to have 

knowledge and capability to consider information for their own decision making. As a result, 

information searching could be a costly process that cause individuals make decision 

inefficiently. 

From this point, Hennart (ibid.) suggested that hierarchy system has a better advantage over price 

system in term of information acquiring as central party can conduct each individual to search for 

different specific information and store all information at central party. However, Powel (1990) 

suggested about inefficiency of hierarchy system is transaction cost borne by central party in 

preparing and transferring procedures to conduct behaviors of individuals. Powel (ibid.) 

mentioned this cost as a burden of central party. It could be more costly than price system, when 

activities are complex and specialized. 

Apart from price and hierarchy systems, Powel (ibid.) suggested networking as another method 

of information acquiring. Network is described by Dubini and Aldrich (1991; cited in Steier and 

Greenwood, 2000, p. 163) as ―a set of patterned relationships between individuals, groups and 

organizations‖. According to Powel (1990), network can provide access to information as it 

allows parties in network to exchange information through their relationships based on their 

mutual interest of information sharing. As a result, networking allows individual/organization to 

exchange information with low transaction cost. 

For the issues of rewarding and sharing rules, Hennart (2005) has asserted that price system does 

have problems of output measuring and market price determination. Since the reward of price 

system is determined by amount of output and market price of output; an efficient output 

measuring and market price identifying methods are required. Even though effective measuring 

mechanism could be installed to reduce measuring problem, effective mechanism could bring 

about cost of measuring. Thus, it may not so effective to use. Absence of efficient output 

measuring will encourage cheating activities by opportunistic behavior of individuals. Absence of 

identified market price encourages bargaining of sharing rules. On the contrary, the use of 

hierarchy could benefit by reducing difficulties to measure output. Market price determination as 

reward is determined by central party with no relation to amount and price of output. However, 

motivation problem does occur in hierarchy system as a result of lacking relationship between 

reward and performance (the output). Motivation problem will lead to shirking activity of 

individuals; therefore, an efficient monitoring mechanism to follow up individuals‘ behavior is 

required. (Ibid.) 

To suggest practical cooperation creating, Hennart (ibid.) asserted that price and hierarchy system 

can be mixed to achieve these tasks to create cooperation. Price and hierarchy systems can be 

used as substitute and support each other since ―price system can be used in firms to overcome 
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basic flaws of hierarchy system, while hierarchy can alleviate the most glaring defects of price 

system‖ (Hennart 2005, p.149). 
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3.4 The Controlling Theory 
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      Figure 2: Hennart’s Controlling Method 

Source: Adapted from Hennart (2005) 

Further in his discussion of economic organization theory, Hennart (2005) expanded the concept 

of price and hierarchy systems to explain control process within firm. The concept of price 

system can be used as controlling mechanism by decentralizing authority to, make decision from 

central party to individuals and reward individuals subject to their outcome. According to 

Hennart (ibid.) this method is appropriate under the conditions that performance of individuals 

can be measured efficiently. It helps reduce cheating activity of individuals since individuals have 

more knowledge about the particular activities than central party. This method allows cooperation 

to be benefit from specialization and motivation of individual to perform task as their reward is 

related to performance. 

Besides performance measuring and cheating behavior, Hennart (ibid.) suggested the problem of 

unneeded side effect that individuals may perform tasks with the method that provides high 

benefit and performance in the short term but result in cost and damage to organization in the 

long term. As a result, Hennart (ibid.) asserted the cost of using price controlling system to be 

equal to sum of performance measuring cost, cheating cost and unneeded side effect cost. 

For hierarchy system, Hennart (ibid.) described controlling mechanism based on hierarchy 

system that central party will control individuals by centralizing decision making, directing their 

behavior to perform tasks and rewarding them with reference to their obedience. Hennart (ibid.) 

suggested that this method would be beneficial under the condition that central party has more 

knowledge of the particular activities than individuals do and individuals have low motivation 

and opportunity to shirk in order to perform task without best effort. 

Hennart (ibid.) suggested the disadvantages of the hierarchy controlling system that it encourages 

shirking activities, as the individuals‘ reward is not relate to their performance.  Monitoring 

process is needed in order to measure individual‘s behavior whether or not they perform as 

directed. As a result, Hennart (ibid.) measured the cost of using hierarchy system as equal to 

monitoring cost plus cost of bearing residual amount of shirking. 
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Besides these methods, Hennart (ibid.) also suggested another controlling method which is 

selection and socialization. This method is based on shared goals and mutual interest between 

central party and individuals. Since individuals have the same goals as central party, they will 

have less motivation to shirk. They are likely to perform tasks with effort without any additional 

incentive. Consequently, central party are able to spend less effort to reduce monitoring on 

individuals‘ behavior and become more decentralized to benefit from specialization of 

individuals. This process can be used in case that the outcome measuring cannot be done 

efficiently and the individuals have better knowledge than the central party. 

Even though Hennart (ibid.) suggested the advantages of controlling method, his discussion only 

provides concepts of controlling method on the extreme conditions of (1) high cheating but low 

shirking cost and (2) low cheating cost but high shirking cost which are barely found in the real 

world. 
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4. Conceptual Framework: 

 

 

                    Figure 4: Conceptual Framework 

  Source: Researchers 

To study the interaction between VCT and entrepreneur, we have developed the conceptual 

framework (Figure 4) based on the activity process of VC stated by Tyzoon and Bruno (1984). In 

our framework, we divided the interaction process between VCT and entrepreneur into two stages 

which are the cooperation establishment stage and the post-investment stage. 

The first stage, cooperation establishment stage, concerns with cooperation creation between 

VCT and entrepreneur. This stage refers to the Tyzoon and Bruno‘s (ibid.) processes of deal 

origination, screening, evaluating and structuring; which cover the activities of (1) searching 

information for the cooperation opportunities, (2) considering the gathered information to make 

decision to cooperate and (3) structuring cooperation conditions to conduct the cooperation in 

later stage. 

As it concerns with establishing cooperation, the activities in first stage is referred to three 

principle tasks to achieve to create operation as suggested by Hennart (2005). The first task 

concerns with the information gathering and informing of profitability from cooperation of 

participant. In case of VCT and entrepreneur, this task applies to the data gathering problem that 

VCT has to find information to identify the profitability of the business. To be informed of profit  

from cooperation, VCT needs to search for the entrepreneurs‘ business and gathers information to 

evaluate and identify profitability of business to find opportunities to invest. For entrepreneur, the 

profit of cooperation is obviously seen as financial injection and other assistances from VCT to 

perform business as well as growth of the business. 
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From the literature review, we found that VCT and entrepreneur use the method of price system 

of Hennart (2005) to gather information since they search information and make decision by 

themselves. Consequently, the problem of transaction cost occurs as the searching cost (Scheela 

and Jittrapanun, 2007) of information gathering. Moreover, the searching cost is seemed to be an 

important problem since both VCT and entrepreneur are separated individual with no 

collaborated background and may located in the high geographical distance. Therefore, the 

mediator could be useful to reduce the searching cost problem as expected by Tyzoon and Bruno 

(1984). Further, the concept of the business networking can also be beneficial for this problem as 

it provides access to receive information with low cost of transaction as suggested by Powel 

(1990). 

Another two tasks of Hennart (2005) refer to rewarding and sharing rules from cooperation that 

rewards must be shared with the rule that avoid bargaining. The benefit from cooperation can be 

described as the firm‘s growth, of which VC and entrepreneur will receive in different forms. 

When goals of cooperation are accomplished, the cooperation is terminated through the exit of 

VC. As firm is growing, the value of the firm (or the stock price) is increasing simultaneously. 

Then, VC will be rewarded by selling out their shares to get return from investment and exit from 

the cooperation. On the other hand, entrepreneurs, who remain with the firm, will get the rewards 

in term of business growth and increasing wealth. 

These rewarding and sharing rules tasks of Hennart (2005) will be considered in the cooperation 

establishment stage when VCT and entrepreneur are forming the cooperating conditions, which 

include the exit options of VCT. The rewarding problem is more concern with VCT side because 

VC have to transfer reward to other forms of cash or other assets when they sell out their shares 

to get the return on investment, while the entrepreneurs who remain with the firm do not have to 

transfer the firm growth to other forms. Consequently, the VC‘s reward from cooperation can be 

varying which is subject to the selling price of their shares. VCT will be motivated to bargain for 

the highest price to get the highest return. 

To achieve these tasks and establish the cooperation, the concepts of price and hierarchy systems 

can be applied as they benefit in reducing bargaining of the sharing rule with the use of market 

mechanism and hierarchical mechanism. 

Once VCT and entrepreneur solved these problems and established the cooperation, then VC will 

invest in entrepreneurs‘ firm. Both of them will engage into the cooperation and continue to the 

next stage of the post-investment. This stage refers to organizing the cooperation to achieve the 

goal of business growth. In this stage, VCT and entrepreneur are engaged in the principle-agent 

relationship. VCT is viewed as a principle who own the resources invested in the business. VCT 

have to transfer operating power and authority to entrepreneur who is viewed as an agent. 

Consequently, the problem of principle-agent dilemma occurs as the cooperation problem in this 

stage. This condition may cause the conflict of interest, which the optimum operating and 

decision of the agents maybe the suboptimal options for principle, and the moral hazard, which 

agent may perform less effort to operate the business for the principles.  
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Moreover, the principle-agent problem is emerged from asymmetric information. The agent has 

more knowledge to operate particular business than principles. Then, the principle has to rely on 

agent to conduct business operation. 

In principle‘ point of views, the conflict of interest problem can be considered as cheating 

activities. It causes from opportunistic behavior of entrepreneur. The moral hazard problem can 

be considered as shirking activities of entrepreneur. (Hennart, 2005; Fried et al., 1998) To solve 

these cooperating problems, Hennart‘s (1989) controlling system with the methods of price, 

hierarchy and socialization could be implemented to solve cheating and shirking problems. 

Further, these methods can be used with supplementary of the trust building concept because it 

reduces monitoring cost and encourage the cooperation (Duffer et al., 2008). 
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5. Findings 

5.1 The Cooperation Establishment Stage 

From data we gathered from our interviews and secondary sources, there are three main problems 

occur in the cooperation establishment stage of the VCT – entrepreneur interaction as follow: 

5.1.1 Information Searching Process 

According to our interviews, a problem of information searching process that VCT faces mainly 

concerns in the screening process, which VCT has to screen businesses that do not match to 

investment policies and distinguish the potential businesses from others. Our interviewees 

suggested that the later stage of acquiring deeper information to further analyze and evaluate the 

business can be done with less difficulty since VCT can have closer contact to entrepreneurs and 

acquire information through many channels: face to face interview, site visiting, direct contact to 

management, requiring in-house report, for instance. The problem of information searching 

occurs in the early stage because VCT received too many offers from the small businesses and 

cannot contact every entrepreneur to acquire information as our interviewee VCT2 stated that ―… 

it is too much time and resource (human resource) consuming process to contact everyone‖. 

(Interview: VCT1 and VCT2) 

Further, our interviewees stated the main criteria of screening business that ―… it mainly consists 

of the consistency to our investment policies and the potential of the business‖ (Interview: 

VCT2). The investment policies compose of the criteria of target industry/business field to invest, 

length of investment period and size of fund to invest. The target industry/business field is 

determined by the analysis on macro economic factors of the country (in case of the foreign 

investment fund), industry, economic trend and other macro indicators. The macro analysis 

suggests the interesting area to invest. Consequently, the target industries/business fields are 

determined as a result of the macro analysis to focus the scope of investment on particular area 

and balance the investment portfolio for diversifying investment and avoiding industry risks from 

over investment in particular business area (Interview: VCT1 and VCT2). The process of 

selecting target industry/business is also mentioned in the empirical finding of Smith (2005) 

regarding investment of the Scotland‘s Aberdeen Capital Investment (―Abtrust‖) that it 

considered investment choice on the focus of industry and attempt to balance field of industries in 

its portfolio. The length and the size of investment are determined by the investment directors 

regarding available fund and fund flow of the VC as well as limited amount of funding in a 

project to avoid too much dependent on particular project (Interview: VCT1 and VCT2). 

Even though VCT and entrepreneur have some channels to directly search for each other, there 

are many difficulties to use these channels efficiently. ―We can find list of the entrepreneurs in 

the (target) industry from news, research, marketing report … the problem is the potential 

businesses we found may not attempt to find further financial fund and may not be open for the 

equity investment since the management and owners demand to remain ownership and control in 

the business‖ (Interview: VCT1). For the entrepreneur side, entrepreneur may contact to the VCT 

to offer opportunity to invest by sending them the business plan to consider, known as the ―Self 
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Generation‖ method (Klonowski 2007). However, our interviewee (VCT1) mentioned that the 

primary information from the entrepreneurs is usually not sufficient to make the consideration 

because of the lack of knowledge and experience in preparing business plan of the entrepreneurs 

as the VCT1 stated that ―… normally the business concepts and strategies are presented, but the 

context information and implementation methods are usually missed or poorly presented as well 

as the details of the use and source of fund required … maybe we have to contact to the 

entrepreneurs several times and find other sources to get sufficient information‖. (Interview: 

VCT1) 

From our research, we found two main channels used by the VCT to overcome the difficulty of 

information searching to reach information to screen and identify the potential businesses to 

invest. The first method is using the business networking and the second method is using the 

mediators for the information of potential business. 

i.) Business networking 

From our interviewing, the business networking provides the chance to exchange information 

both among VCTs and other financial institutions. Interaction among VCTs provides 

opportunities to exchange information regarding the entrepreneurs that can lead to the action of 

switching deal between VCs as our interviewee VCT2 stated that ―… other VCs may find some 

difficulties in their projects that we interested in, thus the switching deal may be performed as we 

provide some of deals in exchange … or we can exchange information of the deals that has been 

rejected, in case of they may attract interest of other funds … after receive information of 

interesting business, we can further contact to the entrepreneur to acquire more information for 

more analysis and evaluating business‖. (Interview: VCT2) 

Further, the relationships with other financial institutions, such as commercial bankers, provide 

the chance to receive the information of the potential businesses in term of collaboration with the 

bankers. ―The commercial bankers may find some cases that they [bankers] attempt to finance 

their customers [entrepreneurs] for the loan of working capital but not attempt to provide the long 

term loan for the fixed assets and capital investment … because they [bankers] may consider too 

risk or because of inadequate collateral‖ (VCT1). As a result, the bankers could contact VCTs 

and offer them to invest in the long term equity fund. Together with the investment offering, the 

bankers will provide some information of the entrepreneurs‘ business that they have used for their 

credit analysis to VCTs to consider investment. Therefore, VCT can receive the well organized 

information for their consideration. Further, the businesses suggested by the banker are likely to 

be the potential businesses as they have passed the process of the banker‘s credit analysis and the 

bankers attempt to provide them the working capital loan. (Interview: VCT1 and VCT2) 

From our interview, the business networking is relying on the experience of the VCT and the 

connection of their human resources. The personal connection is relying on the career 

backgrounds of the staffs. ―The personal connection can enhance the business contact as the staff 

can introduce new contacts from their previous background … some deals we have are from the 

staff‘s contact in their previous projects‖ (VCT1). Moreover ―… the practical knowledge from 
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the staffs‘ experience can help in determining and verifying the project as they [the staffs] know 

some practical information from their previous work‖ (VCT1). 

The use of the personal connection to provide access of information is also found in the interview 

of Rie Higiki, the investment manager of the Japan Asia Investment Co., Ltd. (―JAIC‖): the 

Japanese international VC fund who has host offices in eleven countries over Asia, that even 

though the JAIC has advantage on the local VC regarding amount of fund and investment 

experience, it still lack of business connection and understanding in the host countries business. 

Therefore, they attempt to recruit the experienced local human resources to be in their investment 

team in foreign countries. (Na Nakorn 2007) 

Moreover, the important of personal connection and background is also mentioned in the 

empirical finding of the case of VCs‘ investment in the Silicon Valley, the famous cluster of 

computer hardware and software industry. According to Hellmann (2000) and Hellmann and Puri 

(2000), VCTs started their interest in the high technology firms in this cluster after the raising of 

the computer hardware and software industries in 1970s. The growth of the semiconductor and 

programming companies attract interest of VCTs in this industry. During this time, a number of 

VCs were established and located in the Sand Hill Road: California, America; close to the 

location of the Silicon Valley: San Francisco Bay, California, America. The location was chosen 

with propose of accesses to the high technology firms in the Silicon Valley. Later, some of the 

human recourses of the Silicon Valley‘s firms were hired by the Sand Hill Road VCs as the 

expertise. Many human resources, for instance, John Doerr, who moved from the Intel 

Corporation to the Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers VC fund, has a significant role in arranging 

investment in companies like Apple inc, Netscape, Google etc.. An added person, Kevin Fong, 

who worked for several companies in the Silicon Valley before joined the Mayfield Fund, for 

instance; to create relationship and get contact with the high technology firms. (Hellmann 2000; 

Hellmann and Puri 2000) 

Further from the carrier background, these human resources also provide the personal contacts to 

the workmen in other companies as many of the workmen in the initial stage of the Silicon Valley 

have educational background related to the Stanford University, known as the Stanford 

connection. Besides their personal contact, these human resources are hired as the expertise to 

assist VCT for the emerging of the potential technology in the Silicon Valley. With the personal 

contacts and recommendation of these resources, the Sand Hill VCs received the list of 

recommended companies and contacts to entrepreneurs for further information and continuing 

their investment process in the Silicon Valley. (Hellmann 2000; Hellmann and Puri 2000) 

ii.) Use of mediators 

Another method that VCT use in finding potential businesses is using the mediators, who collect 

and provide information from entrepreneurs offer to VCs. According to finding of Klonowski‘s 

(2007) research on the twenty four VCs in emerging countries of Central and Eastern Europe 

area, most of the VCs investment deals in the studied area are performed with the assisting of the 

investment banker and other investment consultant agents. Klonowski (ibid.) found that VCTs in 
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the studied area relying their investment on the mediators who perform the preliminary analysis 

of the business and provide information to VCTs.  

From our finding, the mediators can be found in both form of the private mediators and the 

government supported mediator forms. Private mediators are established with intention to 

perform as the brokerage firms to provide information and matching services for the venture 

capitalist investors and entrepreneurs who needed long term fund financing and receive service 

fee in exchange. The government supported mediators provide information service to support the 

government policies of using VC investment to promote the particular business and SMEs 

(Bowonder and Mani 2004; Businessthai 2004). 

The private mediators 

The private mediator is well known as the investment banker. The role of the investment banker 

concerns with the creation cooperation of VCT and entrepreneur as it performs like the 

brokerage, which provides the information of entrepreneurs to VCTs. 

The process to provide information of the investment banker starts from collecting information 

about the entrepreneur‘s business and perform an analysis of the business. Then the information 

will be provided to VCT in form of offering memorandum which consist of the business and 

company information, the business plan, financial projection, expected period of investment, the 

financing fund required and the expected return in the internal rate of return form. The offering 

memorandum will be presented to VCT with subject to the investment policies and conditions. 

With the business plan and offering memorandum form investment banker, VCT will be able to 

screen and identify potential of the business with lesser time consume and further contact to the 

entrepreneur for more in-depth information to evaluate the business in the later stage. (Interview: 

VCT1, VCT2 and IB) 

Even though the service of the investment banker does come with additional cost for the service 

fee, both of our VCT interviewees do agree that this cost is worthy to pay in exchanging with 

time resource saving for the information seeking and screening process. Our interviewee VCT1 

stated that ―… time is the important cost for VC as there is the opportunity cost of holding fund 

without investment‖. (Interview: VCT1 and VCT2) 

Further form the investment banker, another private mediator we found is the rehabilitation 

banker who manages and organizes the rehabilitated business in the commercial banker. The 

rehabilitated business is the business that has performed low performance and has high level of 

debt, the amount of debt is higher than equity and has problem in the debt repayment, that need to 

be managed. One famous way to manage these businesses is finding the new investor to invest in 

the business and payback debt to the creditors in discount rate. The rehabilitation banker 

collaborate with the entrepreneurs and their creditors to prepare the rehabilitation plan which 

consist of the channel to recover the business and agreement to payback the debt offer this plan 

together with the business information and offering memorandum to VCT to consider investing 

in the business. (Interview: RB) 
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According to our interviewee RB, some of the rehabilitated businesses are interested by the 

investors since the investor can invest in these businesses with low cost because of the low value 

of the company‘s stock from their retain loss and high level of debt; ―…some of these businesses 

are still interesting because the companies may suffer from low performance of the non-core 

business of the firm while the core business is still perform a good profit‖. Consistent to the case 

of investment banker, after VCT receive the rehabilitation plan and offering memorandum and 

interested in the business, the VCT will contact to the entrepreneur to further information. 

(Interview: RB) 

The government supported mediator 

According to the finding of Indian technology and software business of Bowonder and Mani 

(2004), the government supported mediator play the dominant role in providing information of 

Indian technology and software business companies in late 1980s, the early stage of the 

technology and software industry development in India. This mediator is known as the 

technology development board which is founded to support the government policy of promoting 

software companies in India. The technology development board is founded to provide 

information about the Indian software SMEs by collecting information of the software businesses 

about their business type, strength and required funding as a database for the VCTs interested in 

investing in the software SMEs. Further, the technology development board also organized some 

road shod and business meeting between domestic VCTs and the software entrepreneurs to offer 

opportunities to get contacts to each other. Together with the capital gain tax subsidy package and 

other deregulation for equity investment in non listed software companies, the Indian software 

industry receive amount of VC‘s investment fund both from domestic and foreign VCs and be 

ranked at the second highest VCs‘ investment country in Asia, after Japan. (Ibid.) 

Another government supported mediator found from our research is in the case of Thailand that 

the government has established the official unit called the SMEs & P Financial Advisory Center 

(―SPFC‖) to support the policies of promoting SMEs sector with VC investment. The 

responsibility of the SPFC is to provide financial advisory and fund seeking service to 

participated SMEs. The role of the SPFC is close to the role of the private investment banker that 

it collects business information from the entrepreneurs and prepare to VCT in form of business 

plan and offering memorandum. (Businessthai, 2004) 

5.1.2 Purchasing and selling stock price determination 

Our VCT interviewees stated that there is not many problems occur in determining price of the 

purchasing and the selling stock of VC. Our interviewees explained the reason for this process 

that there is the standard accounting and financial method to evaluate and determine the price of 

company‘s stock. These standards are widely use and accepted in the investment area. (Interview: 

VCT1, VCT2 and IB) 

The methods to purchase stock to invest of VC can be performed through purchasing existing 

stocks from the current shareholders and the raising of new stocks for increasing the company‘s 

capital. 
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In the practical, both purchasing price will be determined by the creditable professional 

appraisers, known as the independent appraiser who listed and be controlled under regulation of 

the professional association, who will evaluate the price of stock with referring to the current 

status and future business plan by the acceptable standard financial and accounting methods. The 

price evaluated by the independent appraiser is known as the fair price that VCT and entrepreneur 

will be used as the base price to purchase and raise up capital. (Interview: IB) 

For the selling price, the determination methods may vary to the exit channel of VC that they 

have the option of between the initial public offering (―IPO‖), the buying back of the 

management and the acquiring by the third party. The choice of exit channel is considered and 

determined with referring to the possibility of each channel. From our interviews (VCT1, VCT2 

and IB) and interview of JAIC‘s investment manager in Na Nakorn (2007), the IPO is considered 

to be the most preferable for VCT due to opportunities to gain high price in the public market 

trading and capital gain tax subsidy in some countries. However there are some limitations for 

this channel regarding possibility to be listed in the public stock exchange market; since the 

listing process requires some preconditions to be submitted. These conditions could be constrains 

for VC to exit through this channel if the company cannot match to the requirement of the 

national Securities and Exchange Commission. Moreover entrepreneur may resist the IPO 

method if they need to remain control and ownership of the business after leaving of VCT and 

prefer the channel of stock buying back. However, the stock buying back also faces the difficulty 

regarding source of fund that the entrepreneurs may not able to access to afford the stocks. 

(Interview: VCT1, VCT2 and IB) 

Therefore, the exit channel is vary subject to contexts and conditions of each investment deal and 

will be determined by VCT and entrepreneur. Although the exit channel is vary, the methods to 

determine price of each exit channel are accepted in the standard. For the IPO channel, the selling 

stock price is obviously determined by the market price in the exchange market after the stocks 

are traded. For the rest two channels, with consistent to the method of purchasing price, the price 

will be evaluated by the creditable financial advisor referring to the acceptable accounting and 

financial standard. (Interview: VCT1 and IB) 

5.1.3 Fear and uncertainty problems (Interview: VCT1, VCT2 and IB) 

Another cooperation problem founded in the cooperation establishment process is the problem of 

fear and uncertainty. This problem occurs because VCT and entrepreneur are unconfident about 

the engagement and future behaviors of one another in the cooperation. 

From the VCT‘s view, the uncertainty that the entrepreneur, and also the key operating staffs: 

such as manufacturer, technician, for instance; may leave form business could be concerned as a 

risk of investment because it can cause difficulties and damage to the business operation and 

investment. On the other hand, the entrepreneur may fear of losing control in the company, early 

leaving of VCT, losing business confidential to others by VCT and changing in organization from 

VCT, for instance. 

This problem occurs in the cooperation establishment stage and needed to be reduced before both 

parties decide to commit themselves with each other. VCT needs to minimize their investment 
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risk and entrepreneur does attempt to ensure the future of themselves and the business. To reduce 

this problem, formal contracts and agreements can be used to commit both parties on the 

cooperation and prevent the behaviors that cause damage to one another. The contract is known 

as the protective covenant, which usually covers concerns of all parties in the issues of 

management and key staffs commitment, board control, manager change, for instance. The 

protective covenant is set as an agreement of both VCT and entrepreneur to ensure one another 

for their intention and commitment in cooperation. 

5.2 The Post Investment Cooperation Stage 

From our research, we found that the problems occur in the post investment stage mainly 

concerns on the operation problems that VCT have to leave operation and management of the 

business with entrepreneurs because of their lack of resource to run the business, and practical 

information of particular business. Even though VCT may have some knowledge and information 

of the business from their research and past experience, the specific knowledge and information 

of the company is still lack as our interviewee stated ―…we have regular information and some 

number from past investment experience with companies in same industry but the practical 

operation is vary in each company…‖ (VCT1). Further, VCT are not attempt to much intervene 

in the operation due to constrain of their human resource and the resistance from entrepreneurs 

who may uncomfortable from VCT‘s management intervention. Therefore, VCT do not attempt 

to intervene in the day to day management and more focus on monitoring business to perform as 

proposed in the business plan and projection. (Interview: VCT1 and VCT2) 

From over interviews, the operating problems are found from the VCT‘s side that the VCT may 

find that entrepreneurs could be more relax to perform the tasks after entry of VCT as our 

interviewee mentioned that ―… some of them [entrepreneurs] still perform well but some are 

seemed to be more inert‖ (VCT1). VCT can perceive relaxation as they found some signals in 

term of prolonging decision of entrepreneurs, delay in development process as propose, more 

relying on assistance of VC. For instance, business contact to customers and suppliers rather than 

finding new customers; increasing in operating cost of the company, especially the selling and 

administration cost with no relation to sale amount. (Interview: VCT1 and VCT2) 

Besides relaxation, the problem of over budgeting also found, especially in the development and 

the marketing and advertising cost which VCT found that some entrepreneurs attempt to expand 

these budgets after fund injection of VCT. As there is fund available, some entrepreneurs are 

found to expand and increase spending comparing to their track record, which sometimes VCT 

considers inefficient as this increasing is not relatively go along with the revenue and profit of the 

firm. (Interview: VCT1 and VCT2) 

To reduce these problems, the mechanisms of monitor and controlling systems are organized by 

the VC as follow: 

 

5.2.1 Monitoring on performance 
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As VCT attempt to monitor performance of entrepreneurs, they use the tool of ―Call Report‖ that 

the entrepreneur has to do prepare and present to VCT based on agreed criteria and time period. 

With the call report, VCT will specific scope of their interests and determine indicators that they 

need to be informed to follow operation of entrepreneur. Normally, the call report compose of 

minute of management meeting, report of sale and cost by product line, overhead cost, amount of 

order, cash monitoring report, for instance. The call report will be use as a base for performance 

monitoring. The frequent of call report can be vary depend on how close monitoring do the VCT 

prefer. The frequent of reporting could depend on the performance of entrepreneurs as our 

interviewee mentioned ―… normally is based on bi-weekly, or maybe monthly for the stable one; 

but it can be more frequent or more break down details and follows up are needed if they 

[entrepreneurs] performed under expected‖ (VCT2). The follow up methods that be used further 

from the call report are found in term of: uncommon meeting/conference, calling to follow 

performance, reporting of more details and breaking down indicator, for instance. (Interview: 

VCT1, VCT2 and IB) 

Further, the degree of monitoring is also depended on the respond and collaborating of 

entrepreneurs. In case that uncommon feature occurs in the operation, the fast respond and 

reporting to VCT to inform and explain the feature can result in more understanding and 

confident in entrepreneur. (Interview: VCT2) 

Concerning the report, some of the indicators rely in the accounting form, or is measured through 

the accounting approach. Therefore the creditability and accuracy of the internal accounting and 

auditing system are important for the monitoring system. The verification and restructuring of 

accounting system may be required. (Interview: VCT2 and IB) 

Further from reporting and following up methods, the VCT may expand monitoring by sending 

their representative into the company. The representative can be sent into the management 

position or other position that can assess to overall data of the company, mostly in the financial 

part or the CFO to monitor and control use of fund that VCT injected in the company and assist 

entrepreneur in the financial aspect that VCT seem to be more advantage than entrepreneurs. The 

representative can help VCT in closer monitoring and observing other contexts of operation that 

are not reported, such as working style, culture, conflict in organization, for instance. (Interview: 

VCT1 and VCT2) 

5.2.2 Performance measuring 

Together with the monitoring, the performance measuring is needed to be determined to measure 

the performance from the report. For VCT, the performance measuring can be done in form of 

benchmarking to determine performance of entrepreneurs. To benchmark the performance, VCT 

will set up some indicators to measure performance and prevent the unneeded activities, such as 

cautious on company‘s budget, of the entrepreneurs. The indicators will be determined and 

weighted inform of balance score index which VCT can weight more interest to the indicators 

they consider more important. Then VCT will benchmark these indexes with other companies in 

same industry: with respect to size, stage of company, target customer and area etc; that they can 

access to information, such as the listed company or other company in their portfolio. (Interview: 

VCT1, VCT2 and IB) 
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5.2.3 Rewarding mechanism (Interview: VCT1, VCT2 and IB) 

To encourage entrepreneur, rewarding system is set up by the VCT. The rewarding mechanism is 

set with respect to monitor and performance measuring mechanisms that VC reward entrepreneur 

referring to performance to motivate them. The rewarding can be in various form depend on the 

conditions of each deal. 

Firstly, entrepreneurs receive basic compensation as management salary. This salary can be 

revised annually or in other frequent regarding to their performance as considered by VCT. 

Further, the reward in term of bonus may be offered to entrepreneurs for their effort and 

performance. 

Besides cash compensation, the reward may come in form of common stock that will pay to 

entrepreneur based on performance. This condition is known as the ―Earn out management‖ that 

entrepreneurs, as the management, could receive the company stock for their payoff. This method 

is found in the case of VC investment in the Microsoft that Bill Gate and Paul Allen, the founders 

of Microsoft, are paid by the VC investor in term of the company stock (Brouwer, 2002). The 

stock paid in the earn out management program can be in both form of the common stocks, which 

the entrepreneurs will receive dividend, stock value and voting right from the stocks, and the 

prefer stock, which entrepreneurs will receive dividend and stock value but the voting right will 

be inferior to the common stock subject to condition of the prefer stock. The prefer stock is used 

to protect the voting right of VCT in case that VCT needs voting right to control the company. 

However, VCT can offer the prefer stock with convertible condition, which may specific to time 

period, to entrepreneurs to convert to common stock after exit of VCT. 

5.2.4 Investment structure 

Besides the rewarding system, the investment structure can also be used to motivate entrepreneur 

as VCT can use the specific kind of financial instrument like the convertible debenture (―CD‖) to 

invest in the entrepreneur‘s company. The CD is ―type of bond that can be converted into shares 

of stock in the issuing company or cash of equal value in future‖ (Investorwords, n.d.). Even 

though the initial benefit of CD for VCT is the risk management that it provides options for VCT 

to consider form of investment between debt and equity after the real business operation is 

performed for a period of time, it can be beneficial in motivating entrepreneur to operate 

business. As VCT invest in form of CD, they will primary invest in debt of the company (refer to 

loan to company) and have the option to convert the debt into equity in the specific time in the 

future. Normally, the CD will be invested simultaneously with the common equity to keep right 

to access and monitor the company. The CD provides motivation to the entrepreneurs as it can 

reduce the interest burden of the company after VC converted it into equity. Therefore, the VC 

may use the performance of company as a condition to convert CD to motivate entrepreneurs to 

meet target within specified time period. (Interview: VCT1 and IB) 

Further from the financial instruments, the motivation through investment structure can be in 

another form of the multi-phases investment that the total amount of investment is divided into 

many phases of investment with the time order. Under this form of investment, the decision of 

investment in the next phase will be determined by VCT with referring to the performance of 
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previous phase that it meets the goal proposed before or not. As a result, VCT can encourage 

entrepreneur to perform the performance as the entrepreneur will be reward by continuing 

investment of the VC. (Interview: VCT1 and IB) 
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6. Analysis 

From our research, the cooperation issues that occur in cooperation creation process are searching 

cost, purchasing and selling price determination of VC‘s stocks and uncertainty caused by future 

action of another parties. The searching cost is referred to the first cooperation task of Hennart 

(2005) that VC has to search and gather information of entrepreneur firms to evaluate businesses 

profitability to find investment opportunities. Based on our finding from interviews, the searching 

cost has found in terms of time and resource consuming in the process of acquiring and gathering 

sufficient information to identify potential businesses to invest by VC. 

Our finding shows that searching cost occurs in the initial stage of information searching process. 

VCT have extensively search for more initial information of potential businesses than the later 

stage. In the later stage, VCT only search for in-depth information of the specific businesses, 

which they have screened. The reason that searching cost is higher in the beginning stage can be 

explained with referring to Hennart‘s (ibid.) discussion about disadvantage of data collection of 

price system because it requires large amount of direct communication channel to collect 

information from each individual. 

According to the conceptual framework, VCT use data collection method of price system to 

collect entrepreneur‘s information. VCT has to collect initial information from various 

entrepreneurs which require large amount of communication channels to contact and acquire 

sufficient information. Therefore, searching cost is higher in the initial stage.  As a result, it 

consumes more resources and time than the latter stage. VCT can emphasize in finding in-depth 

information of potential companies by scoping their communication to particular entrepreneurs 

and companies. 

To reduce searching cost, VCT use several methods to screen and identify potential businesses in 

the initial stage. The macro analysis, which requires macro indicators, is more accessible than the 

company information to identify the target industries or businesses. It helps scoping down the 

area to search information of target industries or businesses as well as limiting communication 

channels to focus only interesting industries or businesses. As a result, the searching cost can be 

reduced since they can focus on the specific area. 

Furthermore, the business networking also helps in reducing searching cost since VCT can 

exchange information (Powel 1990) with other VCT and financial institutions. Exchanging 

information through business network can help VCT collect initial information of businesses 

without creating excess communication channel to each entrepreneur. VCT can receive 

information from actors in the network which VCT already have relationship and communication 

channel. Moreover, information from the network has been initially screened and organized by 

other VCTs or financial institutions. Therefore, VCT can receive information in the condensed 

form which is suggested to be efficient form of information convey in the price system by 

Hennart (2005). 

Additionally, information exchange in the network is based on mutual interest between parties as 

suggested by Powel (1990). VCT can benefit from exchange of information with banker because 
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banker will not grant loan to unpromising business. This information can enhance investment 

opportunities in the deals switching between VCTs and bankers. The collaboration with 

commercial bankers are benefits VCT by receiving information and investment opportunities. 

Another method for VCT to reduce searching cost is to receive information of potential business 

through mediators. The mediators will help VCT to collect information and screen business to 

provide information to VCT in a condensed form of the offering memorandum which helps VCT 

to consider the deal. Similar to information exchanging through business networking, mediators 

allow VCT to receive entrepreneurs‘ information without having direct contact with each 

entrepreneurs.  

The issue of purchasing and selling price of VC‘s stock is related to problem of Hennart‘s (2005) 

tasks of rewarding and sharing rule as discussed in our framework. VCT and entrepreneur can 

solve the problem of bargaining stock price by using a creditable third party or an independent 

appraiser to determine purchasing and selling price of stocks of VCT. This method is successful 

in the VCT - entrepreneur case because there are creditable and acceptable financial and 

accounting standard to determine the price to avoid bargaining. It is similar to the hierarchy 

system that the central party has power to determine sharing rule to prevent bargaining from 

individuals. The independent appraiser who has no stake in the cooperation also has power from 

its creditability and acceptable standard method to guarantee quality of determined price to avoid 

bargaining from both VCT and entrepreneur. Another method that VCT and entrepreneur using to 

determine the selling price is the market system, but in this case VCT exiting though IPO. The 

selling price of the VCT‘s stocks will be determine by the demand and supply in the market 

(ibid.). 

Another cooperation issue we found is the problem of uncertainty from another participant in 

cooperation. Based on our finding, uncertainties of future actions caused by both VCT and 

entrepreneur are one party may perform activities that cause damage to one another, for instance, 

early leaving from cooperation, VCT takes control of the business, and etc. These uncertainties 

could affect the expected profitability from cooperation. According to Hennart (ibid.), 

cooperation can be created when participants are informed that they will be profitable from their 

cooperation. These uncertainties could impact decision to cooperate between VCT and 

entrepreneur as they affect expected profitability from cooperation. 

 To reduce the uncertainty problem, the role of formal contracts is used to commit both parties on 

cooperation and prevent activities that can cause damage to one another (Tyzoon and Bruno, 

1984). Therefore, the uncertainties are reduced as both parties are confident that another will 

perform as initially propose in the contract; the expected profitability from cooperation is ensured 

as a result. 

Another cooperation issue arises from the principle - agency problem of VCT – entrepreneur 

relationship. This issue is found in term of the moral hazard problem and the conflict of interest 

problem. As suggested in our framework, the moral hazard can be viewed as the shirking 

problem of Hennart (ibid.) as it concerns with motivation to perform task (Fried et al., 1998) and 

the conflict of interest can be viewed as the cheating problem of Hennart (ibid.).  
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Based on our finding, the moral hazard problem can be found in form of relaxation of the 

entrepreneurs after the entry of VCT. This problem may occur because entrepreneur could have 

less motivation to perform business with their best effort, as their ownership has been reduce by 

entering of VC as suggested by Amit et al. (1998), Abor (2008), Scheela and Jittrapanun (2007) 

and Yitshaki (2008). Beside moral hazard, the conflict of interest problem has found in term of 

over budgeting activities. The over budgeting could be considered as the conflict of interest 

problem because of different viewpoints between VCT and entrepreneur about the optimum 

budget for each activity. VCT need to cautious in funding for efficient of their return, while 

entrepreneur attempt to invest more in fundamental of company (Barney et al., 1989; Arthus and 

Busenita, 2003; Smith, 2003; Yitshaki, 2008). Further, this problem is caused by lack of 

measuring to identify the optimum amount of spending in these activities. 

As a result of principle – agency issue, the importance of control has been pointed out as the 

method to reduce this problem. VCT use the mixed concept of Hennart‘s (2005) price and 

hierarchy systems to monitor entrepreneur in order to reduce the moral hazard. Even though, a 

monitoring mechanism could reduce the moral hazard problem since it decreases opportunity to 

perform the moral hazard activities (Hennart, ibid; Gompers, 1995; Fried et al., 1998; Minola and 

Giorgino, 2008). A monitoring mechanism may be too costly and inefficient to implement 

(Hennart, 2005; Minora and Giorgio, 2008). Therefore, the mixed concept of price and hierarchy 

systems is used by the VCT to reduce the monitoring cost by using call reports. These reports 

allow VCT to reduce monitoring cost as it is foucs on performances, which can be measured in 

number with accounting approach and report to VCT in the condensed form, not all behaviors or 

activities as Hennart‘s (2005) hierarchy system. The accounting method have significant role in 

monitoring mechanism with some verification and modification for creditability and accuracy. As 

a result, the moral hazard activities will be measured as they affect in the indicator report. 

Consequently, the chance to perform the moral hazard activity will be reduced by implementing 

monitoring mechanism. 

Our finding found that trust can be used to reduce monitoring cost, which is consistent to Duffner 

et al. (2008) who asserted that trust is related to capability to perform task. Our finding suggest 

that the actual performance of entrepreneur to meet requirement and expectation of VCT has 

resulted in more confident and trust by VCT. Consequently, VCT is confident that entrepreneur 

could perform tasks as expected to reach goals. Therefore, a close monitoring is less required 

which result in less monitoring cost. 

Apart from monitoring, VCT also used rewarding concept from price system to reduce moral 

hazard activities. Hennart (2005) suggested that it can be used to increase motivation to perform 

task. Rewards and compensation is related to performance, for instance, compensation revise, 

management bonus, and management earn out. As entrepreneur‘s ownership has decreased once 

the deal takes place and the motivation also reduces consequently (Amit et al. 1998; Yitshaki, 

2008), earn out management is result in improving entrepreneur‘s motivation. It provides 

opportunity to gain back part of ownership through stock compensation. Moreover, the use of 

investment structure, such as convertible debenture (CD) and multi-phases investment, also 

motivate entrepreneur to perform task as it results in less liability and interest burden to the 

company in the CD case and more fund injecting to the business in case of multi-phase 
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investment. However, these methods could also lead to negative result as the conversion of CD to 

equity will result in decreasing of entrepreneur‘s ownership which affect to their motivation 

(Amit et al., 1998; Yitshaki, 2008). 

Further from Hennart (2005), our finding suggested that VCT use price system concept to reduce 

cheating problem and the conflict of interest, as they set up the performance measurement 

system. It is based on the balance score index and the benchmarking approach to measure 

entrepreneur‘s performance in product development, marketing, and advertising spending. VCT 

installs these measurement systems to solve cheating problem as mentioned by Hennart (ibid.). 

The benchmarking assists VCT to measure efficiency of spending and rewarding. It helps reduce 

over spending because entrepreneur‘s reward is related to the efficiency of their activities. 
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7. Conclusion 

Based on our research, the concepts drawn in our framework have been maintained that it can 

identify and explain cooperation and control issues occur in the VCT – entrepreneur interaction. 

From our research, the process of cooperation between VCT and entrepreneur could be divided 

into two stages; the cooperation establishment process, which concerns on creating of 

cooperation, and the post-investment cooperation process, which concerns on collaboration to 

achieve the goal of firm growth. Cooperation issues in the first stage are searching cost, and stock 

price determination and commitment problem. Cooperation issues in the second stage are moral 

hazard, and conflict of interest problems. 

Our research suggested that searching cost occurs in the initial stage of cooperation establishment 

process as VCT has to contact and communicate to various entrepreneurs to search for broad 

information and find opportunities to invest in potential businesses. Our framework suggested 

that VCT and entrepreneur use price system concept to collect information for their cooperation. 

Thus, searching cost incurs from transaction cost of data gathering according to price system. To 

reduce this problem and promote cooperation, three major methods used by VCT are found in our 

finding. The first method is macro analysis, which focuses on the investment field and sets the 

boundary to reduce searching cost. The second method is business networking, which allows 

VCT to exchange information with other parties to gather relevant information and search for 

potential businesses. The third method is through mediators, which appear in many forms through 

both private and government-supported mediators. The mediator can assist VCT for information 

gathering by collecting information and preparing primary analysis of the businesses. It provides 

well-organized and condensed form of information in terms of offering memorandum to VCT. 

Even though, private mediators will charge service fee to VCT, it is suggested that this cost is 

worthwhile for the VCT in terms of time and resource saving. 

Additionally, our research suggests that VCT confront with stock price determination problem in 

process of purchasing and liquidating their investment which affect their reward from 

cooperation. Based on our finding, VCT and entrepreneur use price evaluation from independent 

appraisal party to reduce bargaining problem in this process. Independent appraisal party will 

evaluate stock price according to acceptable accounting and financing standard. In a particular 

case that VCT exit from cooperation by using initial public offering (IPO), selling stocks through 

the public exchange market, stock price will be determined according to the market price 

mechanism to reduce bargaining problem. 

Another issue discovered through our research in cooperation establishment process is 

commitment problem between VCT and entrepreneur. Both of them have faced uncertainties 

from future actions of another party which could cause damage and affect to expected 

profitability from cooperation. This problem can be reduced by using contractual agreement, as 

known as protective covenant, to prevent and force all parties to fulfill contractual agreement.  

In post-investment process, the cooperation issue arises from principle-agency dilemma in terms 

of moral hazard and conflict of interest between VCT and entrepreneur. Based on our finding, 

VCT has used controlling and monitoring mechanisms over entrepreneur to trim down these 
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problems. These mechanisms will decrease opportunities to perform the moral hazard activities. 

VCT can also use ‗Call Report‘, which is the mixed methods of price and hierarchy system, to 

monitor entrepreneur. Price system is used to measure entrepreneur‘s performance according to 

their output to reduce moral hazard problems. In addition, VCT uses the concept of price system 

to monitor key indicators that reflect upon entrepreneur‘s activities to reduce monitoring cost. 

Lastly, the conflict of interest problem could be reduced by using performance measuring 

mechanisms, which are balance score index and benchmarking indicators with other businesses in 

the same industry. The result from these performance measuring mechanisms will be applied with 

price rewarding system to reduce possibility to perform conflict of interest activities by 

entrepreneur. 
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8. Recommendation for Future Research 

As our research is done with the structured approach and deductive method due to time constrain, 

the result of our research is drawn upon our conceptual framework which might not cover all the 

problems and solutions that can appear in the interaction. Therefore, a future research based on 

other theoretical concepts or the grounded approach should perform to enhance understanding of 

cooperation and control issues. Even though our study is done based upon interaction between 

VCT and entrepreneur, it could be useful for further study regarding cooperation and control 

issues in other parties apart from VCT and entrepreneur.. 

Since our research mostly rely on information from VCT side, further study on entrepreneur 

perspective would be useful to provide understanding from another viewpoint to enhance 

understanding in cooperation and control issues. Additionally, an interesting issue to conduct 

further study from entrepreneur perspective is that VCT might be the one who perform cheating 

activities instead of entrepreneur. This cheating activity could occur since VCT intend to engage 

in business in entrepreneur short term. Thus, they may perform some activities that result in high 

corporate value and payoff from their cooperation in the short term but bring negative effect to 

company in the long run. 
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Appendix: Interview Questions 

Interviewee Venture Capitalist 1 and 2: 

1) Could you briefly introduce us about your venture capital fund? 

2) What is your investment policy? 

3) What are the criteria of your investment? Do you have special intention to invest in the 

specific business/industry? 

4) How do the VCs get the contact details of and acquire information from the 

entrepreneurs? 

5) What is the information the VCs need to identify opportunity and consider decision to 

invest in small business firms? 

6) Is it sufficient to evaluate profitability and feasibility of the business based on the 

information form entrepreneur side? 

a. Is any other source of information required? 

b. How can you get the supplementary information? 

7) How do the investment bankers and other mediators help in creating and organizing the 

cooperation between VCs and entrepreneurs? How do you consider the importance of 

these mediators? 

8) Considering the alternatives of getting contacts and information gathering, which 

alternative do you, as a VC, consider most efficient? Why? 

9) What is the opinion of the VC about investing in the rehabilitation business? 

a. Does it concern with more cost and risk? 

10) What are the problems VCs face in contacting and gathering information from 

entrepreneurs? How they are solved? 

11) To what extent, do the government units/national associations, for example: the national 

venture capital association in each country, help in matching VCs and entrepreneurs and 

facilitating information gathering? (As the purpose of these associations we found is 

mainly concerned about providing the channel for VCs and entrepreneurs to contact with 

each other) 

12) Is there any government‘s policy promoting or supporting the VCs and entrepreneurs 

cooperation? How can it help? 

13) How do you estimate your knowledge and information regarding the business/industry 

you invest? 

14) How can you evaluate profitability and feasibility of the entrepreneurs‘ business? 

15) After investing in the entrepreneurs‘ firm, how do the VCs collaborate with the 

entrepreneurs to operate the business together? 

a. How do VCs and entrepreneurs allocate roles and authorities in operating business 

together? 

b. Are the VCs usually given a role in the management or operation after investing in 

the firm? 

16) Normally, are there any significant changes in the organization after VC‘s investment? If 

so, what is it? 
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17) Normally, the entrepreneurs still remain dominant in managing business operation as they 

have more knowledge and information in particular business. Are there any 

conflict/inconsistence occurring when the VC owns (or partly owns) the resource of the 

firm but has to rely operation on the entrepreneurs whose ownership has been reduced 

from entering of the VC? 

18) How can these conflicts/inconsistencies be solved? Can the control mechanism be used to 

reduce these problems? 

19) How do you measure performance of the business? 

20) How the VCs as the resource owner monitor and control operation and performance of the 

firm to ensure their return on investment? 

21) How do the VCs motivate the entrepreneurs to operate the business with their best effort 

since they are likely to have less motivation after their ownership has been reduced by the 

VCs? 

22) How trust and mutual interest are important in the VCs – entrepreneurs‘ relationship? 

23) How do the VCs and the entrepreneurs encourage trust and mutual interest to strengthen 

their relationship and encourage cooperation, practically? 

24) Concerning the exit of VC, what are the alternatives/options the VCs will perform to exit 

the business? Which alternatives are most preferable by the VCs? 

25) How do the VCs measure performance and benefit from cooperating with the 

entrepreneurs? 

26) How the prices of stock the VCs purchase, to invest in the firm, and sell, to exit from the 

firm, are determined? 
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Interviewee Investment Banker (“IB”) 

 

1) Could you briefly introduce us about you‘re the investment banking and your 

organization? 

2) What is the role of IB in the VC – entrepreneur relationship? 

3) How have you been engaging in the VC – entrepreneur investment and cooperation so 

far? 

4) How many deal of the VCs‘ investment in entrepreneurs‘ firm are performed through the 

IB, compared to total deal in the market? 

5) How does the IB search for the potential entrepreneurs‘ firms and gather information from 

these firms? 

6) How does the IB search for the interested VC fund investors and gather information from 

them? 

7) How does the IB provide information and match VC/entrepreneur to one another? 

8) Besides using IB, is there any other method for VCs and entrepreneurs to search for 

information of each other? 

9) What is the advantage of using IB comparing to other methods? 

10) What are the problems concerning the information gathering the IB faces? How they are 

solved? 

11) To what extent do the government units/national association, for example: the national 

venture capital association in each country, help in matching VCs and entrepreneurs and 

facilitating information gathering? (As the purpose of these associations we found is 

mainly concerned about providing the channel for VCs and entrepreneurs to contact with 

each other) 

12) Is there any government‘s policy promoting or supporting the VCs and entrepreneurs 

cooperation? How can it help? 

13) As the IB provides some consulting and advisory services in structuring organization after 

VC‘s investment, how do you structure the organization for VCs and entrepreneurs to 

collaborate business operations together? 

14) As one of the roles of the IB concern providing business and industry information as well 

as operating advisory to the VCs, how do the IB estimate its knowledge and information 

in the entrepreneurs‘ particular business? 

27) Normally, are there any significant changes in the organization after VC‘s investment? If 

so, what is it? 

15) Normally, the entrepreneurs still remain dominant in managing business operation as they 

have more knowledge and information in particular business. Are there any 

conflict/inconsistence occurring when the VC owns (or partly owns) the resource of the 

firm but has to rely operation on the entrepreneurs whose ownership has been reduced 

from entering of the VC? 

16) How can these conflicts/inconsistencies be solved? Can the control mechanism be used to 

reduce these problems? 

17) What are the monitoring and controlling methods used by the VCs to monitor and control 

operation and firm‘s performance to ensure their return on investment? 
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18) What are the motivating methods used by the VCs to motivate the entrepreneurs to 

operate with their best effort since they are likely to have less motivation after their 

ownership has been reduced by the VCs? 

19) How trust and mutual interest are important in the VCs – entrepreneurs‘ relationship? 

20) How do the VCs and the entrepreneurs encourage trust and mutual interest to strengthen 

their relationship and encourage cooperation, practically? 

21) Concerning the exit of VC, what are the alternatives/options the VCs will perform to exit 

the business? Which alternatives are most preferable by the VCs? 

22) As the price of firm‘s stock that the VCs purchase to invest and sell to exit from the firm 

affects their rate of return, how do they evaluate and determine the price? 
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Interviewee Rehabilitation Banker (“RB”) 

1) Could you briefly introduce us about the rehabilitation process and your organization? 

2) How can the business enter in the rehabilitation process? 

3) What is the different between the regular business and the business in the rehabilitation 

process? 

4) How can the business end up the rehabilitation process and be able to operate the business 

regularly? 

5) What is the role of the rehab banker in the VC – entrepreneur relationship? 

6) How have you been engaging in the VC – entrepreneur investment and cooperation so 

far? 

7) How many deal of the VCs‘ investment in entrepreneurs‘ firm are performed through the 

rehab banker, compared to total deal in the market? 

8) How does the rehab banker search for the interested VC fund investors and gather 

information from them? 

9) How does the rehab banker provide information and match VC/entrepreneur to one 

another? 

10) Besides using rehab banker, is there any other method for VCs and entrepreneurs to 

search for information of each other? 

11) What is the advantage of using rehab banker comparing to other methods? 

12) As the business in the rehabilitation process engages in large amount of debt and has 

failed in operation before, why the VCs are still interested to invest in it? 

13) Since there are special concerns regarding the debt restructuring, what is the process of 

the VCs‘ investment in the businesses in rehabilitation process? Is there any special 

activity required to perform the debt restructuring? 

14) Since the authority and power of the shareholders are transferred to creditors for the 

rehabilitated business, how much the creditors engage in the VCs-entrepreneurs‘ 

relationships? 

a. How much participation of the creditors in finding and decision to be invested by 

VCs? 

b. How much the entrepreneurs participate in the decision? 

c. How long will the creditors still involve with the firm after investment of VC? 

15) Is there any other special attribute that the VCs should concern in investing in the 

rehabilitated business? 

16) What are the problems concerning the information gathering the rehab banker faces? How 

they are solved? 

17) For the business in rehabilitation process, to what extent do the government units/national 

association, for example: the national venture capital association in each country, help in 

matching VCs and entrepreneurs and facilitating information gathering? (As the purpose 

of these associations we found is mainly concerned about providing the channel for VCs 

and entrepreneurs to contact with each other) 

18) Is there any government‘s policy promoting or supporting the VCs and entrepreneurs 

cooperation? How can it help? 
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19) Does the rehab banker perform any significant role beside information gathering and 

matching VCs and entrepreneurs to one another? 

 


